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Introduction. Learning materials (LMs), are submitted to students in different types, from class notes to referring students to different references, which can have different effectiveness. Therefore, evaluation of effectiveness of commonly used types can help the university faculties in selection of more appropriate LMs for students.

Methods. 1. The data regarding the types of LMs used in different courses during last 8 years and reasons for their selections were obtained from faculties using a designed questionnaire. 2. The grades of students in final basic medical sciences (BMs) exams during last 6 years were used as gold standard and corresponding LMs were match with it to estimate effectiveness of LMs. 3. Opinions of medical students involved in physiopathology and clinical courses about the types of proper LMs for study of students in BMs were also obtained by designed questionnaire.

Results. Nine types of LMs, had been submitted to students during last 8 years. Although based on the results of this study the differences in effectiveness of 9 types of LMs were not statistically significant but were suggestive of an association between the types of LMs, final exam grades and students opinions.

Conclusion. Quantitative and qualitative Approach to the results revealed that a concise English book combined with class notes or a relatively concise Farsi book edited by Iranian author(s) combined with class notes have the highest and voluminous English book or referring students to several textbooks have the lowest effectiveness in education of BMs courses. In total, results suggest logical reduction in volume, specially in factual subjects and more focusing on applied aspects in learning materials.
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Possibility of Practical Acquaintance of Medical Students at Clinical Stage in Shiraz Medical University with TB.
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Introduction. TB is one of the oldest known diseases in history that has been reappeared as a severe problem for public health and suggest whether the students of medicine in their clinical training period face the patients with TB to the extent that helps them to diagnose and cure these patients in future.

Methods. This study was descriptive, retrospective, and cross-sectional that carried out by investigating the files of admitted patients in two main hospitals including Nemazi and Faghihi which are affiliated with Shiraz University of Medical Sciences. In this study all proven cases of TB during 1379 were included. The data such as age, sex, ward, duration of admission, final diagnosis, and times of admission during one year were recorded and the results were analyzed.

Results. In Nemazi hospital in this period, 48 patients (28 males & 20 females) with average age of 41.3 were hospitalized of whom 4 were hospitalized twice in that year. The duration of hospitalization on average in this center was 16 days and 36 of them were admitted in different emergency wards. In Faghihi hospital, 25 patients (13 males and 12 females) with one of them admitted twice in that period were observed. The average duration time of hospitalization was 10 days and the average age of patients was 46.4 years. And 19 of them were hospitalized in different emergency wards.

Discussion. These data show that of 221 proven TB patients who referred to clinical centers in this period, only 73 (33%) were admitted in educational centers of medical university. It is remarkable that 55 (75%) patients were admitted in emergency wards where there are less number of students comparing to the other wards of hospitals. Therefore even if there would be patients with TB in emergency wards all times, still about 1/3 of students (150 for every admittance) will never visit such patients. Considering the different forms and divers clinical presentation (sign and symptoms) of this disease which requires experience to be differentiated from other diseases, we understand that some of the students may not find the opportunity to face and get trained for such patients. We suggest that some facilities should be provided for students of medicine at clinical stage for training at TB centers at least for 2 weeks to gain the required skills in this field.
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